
EMAIL 
SECURITY
Make the Internet a safer place

We achieve this by protecting staff, customers, 

suppliers and the whole world from email 

phishing and spoofing attacks originating from 

their domains.



DOMAIN SCORE



WORKS WITH



DOMAIN ANALYSIS

•MX Analysis – Checks for mailbox addresses 
on the domain

• SPF Analysis – Checks if domain has a valid 
SPF record

•DMARC Analysis – Checks if domain has 
valid DMARC policy

•DKIM Analysis – Checks if domain is DKIM 
signed.

Analyse all DNS 
entries related 
to a domain or 

email 
infrastructure. 
These records 

include: 



SPF ANALYSIS

The SPF Policy Analysis is a 
diagnostic tool that acts as a 

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) 
record lookup and SPF validator.

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) 
records allow domain owners to 
publish a list of IP addresses or 

subnets that are authorized to send 
email on their behalf. The goal is to 
reduce the amount of spam and 

fraud by making it much harder for 
malicious senders to disguise their 

identity.



SPF POLICY TEST

The SPF Policy Tester is a diagnostic tool that tests 
if a sender IP address is authorised. This is done by 

validating and checking the SPF Record.

Sender Policy Framework (SPF) records allow 
domain owners to publish a list of IP addresses or 

subnets that are authorized to send email on their 
behalf. The goal is to reduce the amount of spam 
and fraud by making it much harder for malicious 

senders to disguise their identity.



DKIM 
ANALYSIS

DKIM (DomainKeys Identified Mail) is 

an email authentication technique 

that allows the receiver to check that 

an email was indeed sent and 

authorized by the owner of that 

domain. It works together with 

DMARC (and SPF).

The DKIM Analysis tool will test the 

domain name and selector for a 

valid published DKIM record. DKIM 

authenticates the reputation and 

identity of the sender.



EMAIL 
HEADER 

ANALYSIS

The Email Header Analysis tool will 
make email headers human 
readable by parsing them 
according to RFC 822.

Email headers are present on every 
email you receive via the Internet 
and can provide valuable 
diagnostic information like hop 
delays, anti-spam results and more.



CNAME 
ANALYSIS

A Canonical Name record (abbreviated 
as CNAME record) is a type of resource 
record in the Domain Name System (DNS) 
that maps one domain name (an alias) to 
another (the canonical name).

CNAME records are specified in RFC 1034 
and clarified in Section 10 of RFC 2181.

The CNAME Analysis is a diagnostic tool to 
check if a domain has a CNAME DNS 
record.



BLACKLIST 
LOOKUP

• The blacklist lookup tool will scan an IP 
address against over 100 DNS based email 
blacklists which are commonly called real-
time blacklists, DNSBLs, or RBLs.



CIDR CALCULATOR
1. Classless inter-domain routing 

(CIDR) is a set of Internet protocol 
(IP) standards that is used to create 
unique identifiers for networks and 
individual devices. The IP addresses 
allow particular information packets 
to be sent to specific computers.

The CIDR Calculator can be used to 
calculate or check the following:

Check if IP address exists in a given IP 
range

1. Convert CIDR to IP range

2. Convert IP range to CIDR


